POSNER'S RORTYITE (PRAGMATIC) JURISPRUDENCE

In jurisprudence we have witnessed an age old debate about
whether law is an institution that requires a moral foundation or is,
instead, a system of rules or code of conduct requiring merely its
imposition by the will of those in power. Roughly this is the question
dividing natural law and positivist approaches to jurisprudence-one
that has been recurring for those who concern themselves with the
nature of law. The debate continues in various nuanced forms in
our time.
Contrary to some impressions left by those labeling contemporary
skeptical arguments "post-modernist," there is nothing new about
the current crop of attempts to undermine our confidence in the
human capacity to know what is right and wrong or, more basically,
to know objective reality. The main difference may amount to some
added nuances, as is to be expected from any renewed effort to
convince us of some position, and the gall with which the novelty
of all this is announced.
The human being is by nature unsettled, unequipped with the sort
of biological hard wiring that secures for us guidelines to action.'
Each new generation, indeed, every new individual, needs to come
to (some measure of) grips with his or her role as a chooser from
among various options concerning how to attend to and conduct
oneself in the world. This does not at all imply skepticism, only the
requirement of all of us to seek and find answers for ourselvek, even
if, at least in some areas, the best answers should be the same for
us all.
In our time the skeptical gambit is advanced most insistently by
decoristructionists, anti-foundationalists, and neo-pragmatists. And
these are not mutually exclusive groups. One who fits into at least
two of these is Richard Rorty, Professor of Humanities at the
1. 6 h i s in part explains why the debate between those claiming there is a
fixed human nature and those who deny it is misconceived. Human nature does not
need to involve fixed traits or attributes-it may involve only fixed or permanent
or stable capacities.
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University of Virginia. His influence has ranged wide and far. In
particular, he has begun to make an impression on the thinking of
certain legal theorists, among them Richard Posner of the Seventh
District Circuit Court and the School of Law of the University of
Chicago.

In an American Enterprise Institute presentation of July 1, 1991,
entitled "Pragmatism versus the Rule of
Bosner advances a
jurisprudential position that departs from his earlier positivismutilitarianism. What he says here is interesting on its own, apart
from his widely discussed jurisprudentid ideas, conveyed, for example,
in his book The Problems of J~risprardence.~
In his talk Posner
moves toward the sort of pragmatism now associated mostly with
the views of the philosopher Richard Rorty. He makes this clear
when he tells us that he embraces pragmatism "in approximately the
sense in which [it] is expounded and defended by the philosopher
Richard Rorty." He may not, of course, fully and explicitly embrace
all of what Rorty thinks relevant to jurisprudence. Still, in the
following pages I treat his views in the light of the above comment,
which suggests, rather strongly, that Posner's philosophical (or, as
he might prefer to call it, anti-philosophical) stance is drawn from
R~rty.~
It is not clear whether Posner is fully cognizant of just how drastic
is Richard Rorty's skepticism. I say this because in portions of his
discussion he seems to continue to embrace a form of positivism,
according to which although we cannot affirm moral or political
claims to be true, we are able to do this with empirical claims. But
Rorty's pragmatism makes all claims equally theory-dependent. Only
from within a community with a given theory or frame of reference
can one affirm or deny some claim, there being no independent
objective reality against which such claims, whether empirical or
normative, may be checked.
Rorty's version of pragmatism is, then, first and foremost, an antifoundational philosophy, more a series of denials than affirmations.
2.
3.

&

nly a transcript is available of this presentation.
e Problems of Jurisprudence (1990).

4. It is important to note that many thinkers might like to accept several
positions at once, even though critics would argue that this is not possible. In this
instance I would argue that one cannot have Rorty half-way, for example, by
embracing his value but rejecting his fact relativism.
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of which they so cavalierly dismissed morality, politics, and esthetics
as meaningless fields of human concern.'
The ordinary language philosophy Rorty appears to have embraced
in the pas-not always shared by other philosophers so labeled-had
been grounded on something called linguistic phenomenology, the
sampling of terms as used by the person on the street, as it were.
But these terms change over time, as language develops and the need
for greater and greater diversity arises, giving the impression, in the
absence of any firm grounding (which ordinary language philosophers
rejected), that the language represents nothing in reality.
Thus we have both views leading to the pragmatism that now
Posner and Rorty embrace, denying that our beliefs are true, whether
in science or in normative areas of concern.
From the viewpoint of educated lay people there is something
rather appealing about all this because, after all, the world seems to
be buried in the condition of unceasing diversity, lack of consensus,
cultural chauvinism, tribalism, ethnicity, and so forth, all of which
seem consistent with what the pragmatists claim, namely, to quote
Posner, "Pragmatism . . . really isn't a philosophy at all. It is an
anti-philosophy. It is destructive, but I think it is helpfully destructive."
(Ibid., p. 19) He adds, "I think the lessons of philosophy that I
have gleaned and that are set forth in the problems of jurisprudence
are entirely negative. The lessons are that systems, systematic thinking
about morals, about justice, and about interpretation do not lead
anywhere." (p. 39)
In practical terms this leads to exactly nothing, although Posner
declares that what we should conclude from this is that judges should
make decisions on the basis of their intuitions. "I am suggesting that
we can, because we do, have confident beliefs without reasoning to
them from unimpeachable truths . . . because I haven't suggested
and don't mean to suggest that our strong moral intuitions are true.
They are merely undislodgeable at the time, an undislodgeable part
of our grounds for action, and that is good enough for me, because
I don't think we can do better." (p. 8)
In other words, Posner thinks judges can have no basis for what
they decide when what is called for is some moral judgment, say
about justice or prudence or fairness, other than their intuitions or
strong sentiments or feelings. Anything else is myth. Thus natural
law is a myth. The attempt, to rest, for example, U. S. constitutional
law on "a natural law jurisprudence . . . are not convincing, . . .
7. Objectivity, Relativism, and Truth, p. 5 .
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not rigorous, . . . not logical, . . . not coherent, . . semantic, . .
arbitrary, and so forth." (p. 68) Thus what it would take t o do
better than rest decisions on intuitions is to produce a natural law
jurisprudence that does not fail in these respects, namely, one that
is convincing, rigorous, logical, coherent, not semantic, not arbitrary,
and so forth.
My aim here is to poke some holes in Posner's justification for
embracing pragmatism. I will begin with calling into question Posner's
set of standards by which he seems to insist we evaluate jurisprudential
philosophies. Next I will criticize Posner's claims about intuitigns.
In the course of discussing Posner's ideas, I will also explore some
of the crucial features of Rorty's pragmatism. This will show that
Rorty can offer nothing remotely close to satisfactory for purposes
of making sense of jurisprudence or, indeed, anything else. I will
argue that if we left it where Posner does, we would have no such
thing as jurisprudence, but merely a bunch of robed individuals
wielding their arbitrary power, something they would be no more
entitled to do than would terrmsts be to wielding the power they
are often condemned for wielding by robed men and women.
111. POSNER'SFALLACY
Posner claims that "efforts that have been made in recent years
to construct a natural law jurisprudence of the United States have
failed" because "they are not convincing, they are not rigorous, they
are not logical, they are not coherent, they are semantic, they are
arbitrary." (p. 68) Posner does not show any of this; he merely
asserts it. But let us assume-contrary to fact but for the sake of
argument-that Posner has discovered these matters about efforts to
establish a natural law jurisprudence. What do these discoveries
Not being convincing seems like a serious objection and it would
be if we had some clue as to what criteria someone employs to judge
some argument or theory as convincing. To convince someone requires
that (a) the case be advanced logically, with true premises and sound
definition of relevant terms; (b) the person one is attempting to
convince consider such logical and factually well grounded arguments
a means to arrive at a conviction; (c) the person pay heed to the
effort being made. But Posner tells us up front that he is "making
a standard pragmatist's gambit," namely, "attempting to dethrone
logic from an important place in moral judgments." Well, if one
whom we are attempting to convince rejects logic as having importance
for moral judgments, no wonder that no natural law argument could

argument. They are, as Posner puts it, "denying the priority of
reason in human judgment." If reason for them does not matter, to
become convinced of something is for them impossible-they will
accept only what they intuit, just as Posner proclaims. Thus the fact
that Posner is not convinced by natural law jurisprudence is more a
matter of his own disposition not to consider such arguments than
of the failure of those arguments.
Now Posner might respond that all he is doing is what Hume and
others have done throughout human history, namely, rejecting logic
for decisions concerning values or considerations of right conduct,
while retaining it for epistemologicd and scientific purposes. Actually,
even Hume saw that this was not quite possible. Certainly subsequent
to Hume it was recognized by many as an impossible gambit. Logic
is itself a normative discipline. It tells how we ought to reason. If
logic has been dethroned for normative purposes, then there is
nothing to be said in its defense for the following proposition: "When
one considers scientific and other so called value-free disciplines, one
ought to think logically, but it is not the case that one ought to do
this when it comes to ethics or jurisprudence." Since this is itself an
ethical proposition-one might rank it within one field of applied
ethics, namely, the ethics of scientific conduct-Pssner cannot insist
that we be logical here, but abandon (dethrone) logic elsewhere.
(Here Rorty is actually willing to bite the bullet, whereas Posner
wishes to have it both ways, with and without logic.)
Posner claims such efforts are not rigorous. Just what level of
rigor is appropriate for an argument aimed at establishing a natural
law jurisprudence? Clearly, there are different levels of rigor,
depending on the subject matter at issue. When we advance arguments
in mathematics, their rigor will be different from those advanced in,
say, biology or psychology. Of course, in some fields an artificial
rigor is introduced by rendering into mathematical formulas the
verbal arguments that constitute the substance of the discipline. But
in these, we need to consider the level of rigor of the premises.
When an economist uses the term "preference" or "utility" or
"satisfaction," the issue is not whether the symbolic-mathematical
representation of such terms in an equation is rigorous, but whether
the terms themselves represent reality rigorously or precisely. And
such terms will succeed at being rigorous in different ways in different
tasks; precision will be different in biology from what it comes to
when used in, say, physics. Yet this is not all that can be said about
Posner's complaint.

I

law--anything goes, as Paul Feyerabend (another radical relativist)
argued in his book Against M e t h ~ dNot
. ~ that Posner is fully aware
of this result, of course: he may well wish to retain the prospect for
some semblance of common sense realism as far as science and other
factual judgments people make are concerned. But as with many
radical pragmatists who join Rorty in this gambit, in fact no such
prospect remains in terms of their drastic anti-representationalism.
The community of scientists they might place confidence in to remain
loyal to common 'sense is, as Feyerabend's works make plain, far
from cohesive, lacks anything close to solidarity, and unless we are
able, epistemologically, to tie this community's procedures to certain
commonly recognizable independent, objective facts of reality, their
authority as dependable witnesses to special truths will be unfounded
and arbitrary.
Posner claims attempts at establishing natural law jurisprudence
are "not logical." But there is logical and logical. Can one establish
a moral judgment or principle deductively? David Hume showed, I
think, that deductive arguments, based on simple empirical premises,
do not support moral judgments, simply because the premises do not
include the term "ought," whereas the conclusion does. Thus the
argument must be invalid. But as Hume also demonstrated, from
this line of reasoning, none of the sciences are logical. No series of
premises containing "is" judgments can lead 'deductively to a
conclusion including a "must" or "will be."Io Thus efforts to establish

10. . or a very illuminating discussion of the entire fact/value, description/
e v a l u a G dichotomy, and why it has been completely misconceived since Hume,
see Julius Kovesi, Moral Notions (1968). It bears noting that what exactly Hume
wanted to achieve with his distinction is not entirely clear-he may only have aimed
at dissuading us from thinking that one can deduce "ought" statements from those

Posner's point that such efforts are "not coherent" is redundant
since coherence is determined by means of logic. If these efforts are
not logical, they could not be coherent either.
Yet "logical" can also mean that an effort to prove something is
consistent with the requirements of Ockharn's Razor and other
principles of rationality more broadly conceived, as in the term
"reasonable" which is used frequently in the law. Accordingly, one
could reason that nothing explains human behavior better than the
assumption that people have a capacity for rationality, to think and
to do so more or less well, more or less carefully, more or less
uncompromisingly.12 This view about human beings arises from'the
line of reasoning philosophers call the argument from best explanation,
a form used by detectives, astrophysicists, auto mechanics, and, yes,
jurors. Black holes as well as the intentions of criminal defendants,
not to mention the existence of minds and, as I have argued, free
will are all established by means of reasoning logically, in the broader
than deductive sense of that term. And if this is what Posner thinks
attempts to establish natural law jurisprudence have failed at, he is
probably wrong. For natural law itself means norms of conduct that
may be established by means of the argument from best explanation,
starting with the idea of human nature that makes the most
comprehensive, most consistent, although not final and unchanging,
sense of human affairs.
Is the effort merely semantic? Not if the concepts natural law
theory employs have a realistic foundation. But it is just this
foundation that Posner and Rorty deny when they accept
antirepresentationalism, saying that all that words are is "useful for
coping with the environment." But this characterization is hopelessly
question-begging. How are we to mean "useful" or "coping" or
"with" or "the environment" if terms never represent reality? What
will establish whether some words do or do not help us cope with
the environment if these terms represent nothing that can make
sentences in which they are used true or false? And what does the
charge of "arbitrary" come to on the lips of someone who embraces
Rorty's viewpoint, according to which every judgment is without
foundation but merely may or may not have the benefit of community

and, especially, Rorty cuts. Thus he claims that "In certain human
activities, there is a reality check that enforces a high degree of
consensus. A scientist proposes a hypothesis that can be tested by a
controlled experiment. An engineer designs an airplane that either
will fly or will not fly. In both cases, we have an external check
against these people's claims." (p. 17) Hume and Rorty would
disagree. The one most critical of this position is Paul Fe~erabend.~
Rorty notes that, just as he himself, Feyerabend "is really against
the correspondence theory of truth."" It is the crux of this theory
that Posner affirms here in an un-Rortyite key, namely, that truth
consists in a relation between what is said and what there is, or that
our true claims correspond or represent, or in some other clear cut
enough way attest to our awareness of something that can exist or
be independent of our awareness. Posner might claim that even
without such a quasi-realist account, we can attest to something like
useful or workable or practical knowledge, falling in line, as he
indicated early on, with some kind of pragmatist view. Yet if it is a
Rortyite pragmatism, it is anti-realist and all talk of our being able
to know reality, at least scientifically, empirically, must go.
Speaking along these pragmatist lines simply avoids the hard issues,
namely, what exactly is knowledge, why is having it better than, say,
just going by some hunches or opinions? That some belief is usefulfor example, Newton's cosmological position-is going t o have to be
shown in part by reference to knowledge that is more than useful.
Indeed, we cannot say that Newton was wrong at all, unless we have
more than the usefulness of beliefs at our disposal, for then all we
can say is that, perhaps, Newton wasn't as useful as Einstein seems
to be now. Yet such temporal ways of speaking run aground quicklyit could be said that Newton was just as useful in his era as Einstein
is in ours, whatever the truth of their respective theories. We need
some better-than-pragmatist account of knowledge to clear up the
evident confusion.

None of these charges against the natural law jurisprudential
philosophy carry any weight in the terms Posner has explicitly accepted

containing the "is" copula. ~ u Hume
t
also believed that no deduction of "must"
or even "will'' statements can be made from those containing only the "is" copula.
The point may simply be that our reasoning does not consist of pure deductive
inferences in any nonformal area of discourse.
1 1 . Objectivity, Relativism, and Truth, p. 2811.
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when he embraced Rorty's pragmatism. The terms belong to a
different frame of reference and that frame of reference is rejected
by Posner, a la Rorty's pragmatism. Fwthermore, there are candidates
for such a frame of reference that are quite potent in making sense
of our cognitive experience, from common sense understanding,
through science, all the way to natural law jurisprudence.
IV. I ~ O T E MINTUITIONS
T

Posner claims that since natural law jurisprudence is a failure, we
must settle for an intuitionist jurisprudence. This means that we have
some "undislodgeable . . . grounds for our action" which are,
however, not true but simply beliefs in which we have confidence.
Who exactly we are throughout these claims is a mystery to me, for
clearly different people, especially from different communities and
cultures, do not share these undislodgeable intuitions. Even the same
person finds his or her intuitions dislodged and replaced from time
to time-sometimes even as a result of having been convinced by
another that what he or she believes is wrong. Prejudices are often
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Never mind for now that as a Rorty-type pragmatist, Posner cannot
even make sense of the idea of "empirical mistakes." Posner fails
to appreciate just how deeply Rorty's pragmatism cuts against realism.
Different communities of persons will find different empirical claims
to be acceptable for them. It is not just moral intuitions that are
not true for Rorty, but judgments with so called empirical content,
given that the terms of such judgments cannot represent any sort of
independent reality. The notion of an empirical mistake is, after all,
too closely linked with realism, the view that our ideas refer to or
represent something in reality. But this view is not pragmatic. So the
Nazis cannot be faulted at all, either for their immorality, o h for
their factual mistakes, in Posner's own terms, contrary to what he
It seems clear, then, that Posner does not have any way to handle
or discuss "these highly charged, emotional questions" about Nazism,

enough and will, thus, defer to others, just as he, wearing a judge's
robe, would insist that others should defer to him about matters of

.

oneself and in others.
Here, too, Posner might deploy his fact/value gambit by claiming
that what I learned had to do with facts, not values. Yet if the
norm, "one ought to respect facts rather than prejudices" were not
a sound one, the factual issues would have no bearing on the matter.
Only if it is true that one's prejudices, say as a member of a jury,
scientific community, or the human race, ought not to be given
priority when one judges the worth of other persons would it matter
any that when claims about Jews being such and such which merit
demeaning them turn out to be false, one ought to change one's
view of them.
Posner thinks there are other ways than natural law jurisprudence
and philosophy "in which one can discuss these highly charged,
emotional questions," e.g., the wrongness of Nazi ideology. He
thinks, for example, "that the Nazi ideology was founded on a
number of empirical mistakes concerning race and other matters,
which helped explain why Germany was defeated and which have
helped discredit Nazi ideology. . ." But he adds that he "would
never try to [prove] that genocide is a moral wrong."

.

would a someone who keeps giving medical advice without adequate
study in the field of medicine.
Unfortunately this is not Posner's garnbit-he would rather do
some anti-philosophy and demean others' efforts to help out in our
efforts to get clear on the moral basis of law.
V.

POSNER'SARBITRARY
MORALISM

We may assess Posner's effort at securing some measure of
respectability for pragmatic jurisprudence by recalling a point raised
by Thomas J. Bieter:
The "value neutrality" of Judge Posner reminds me of the jurists
and lawyers in the Nazi era. Having rejected the natural law
tradition's connection between fundamental morality and law, and
opting for law as the will of the state in legal positivism, they
were intellectually disarmed and thus neutral when the Nazis began
their assault upon the Jews. And this public "value neutrality [or,
a la Posner and Rorty, radical intuitionism or relativism] of the
intellectual, whet he^ in or out of the university, influences the
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irrelevant in making normative judgments, then nothing follows, as
to what we should or should not say or do, from the claim that one
has no basis for normative judgments vis-a-vis Nazis or other tyrants.
As we saw with Rorty, however, for some people such a belief has
practical consequences, at least for purposes of assessing the merits
of tyrannies versus democratic societies. But this also lacks any basis,
by the terms of Rortyite pragmatism. The one thing that may follow,
but no pragmatist seems to practice, namely, to refuse to say anything,
do anything about anything, to remain still. (Cratylus, the ancient
skeptic, tried but could not carry through with the project, so he
elected to wag his finger instead of talking, thereby going back on
his own skepticism.)
What is more crucial for my purposes is whether there is a logic
to the value-neutral stance such that from that stance one has no
grounds for condemning Nazi practices. It seems that this is
undeniable-indeed, that is the view's central practical point. A
person who is neutral about values will not judge some action morally
good or bad, right or wrong, no matter how abhorrent it may be.
All he or she will observe is that the conduct does not please or
powerfully offends some people.
But what about Posner's intuitions? Well, we may hope that these
are sound and commit him, at least, to following the law of the land
in terms that are consistent with or extend reasonably the meaning
they held for the American framers. But with Posner there is no
reason to think that this will be a principled stance, merely one to
which he was undislodgeably committed back on July 1991. ~ i v e n
that he completely rejects objective universal moral truths-for
example, the principles of natural law that are supposedly based on
the reasonably firm facts of human nature and conditions of
community life-it is not difficult to envision Posner changing his
views, if only because, for example, he experiences some family
trauma or health problems or, less plausibly perhaps but not per
impossible, he will just decide to on a dare. This, incidentally, pretty
much characterizes the conduct of amoral gang members or sociopaths.

13. Thomas J . Bieter, "Letter to TIKKUN," 12 Vera Lex (199% p. 43.

to the intuitive force of th7ir guides to action.
In the last analysis, then, by Posner's own account the difference
between a judge of the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals and a wild
eyed terrorist Is no more than their garb, and even that difference
can be looked at any way one wishes-the terrorist could see his as
a point of rebellion and Posner's as the arrogance of power, nothing
else. I think we can do better by far than to settle for such an
account of the nature of law. As Anthony Kenny put it very
poignantly, "Just because the criterion for correct belief given by
the classical foundationalist fails, we should not conclude prematurely
that no criterion can be given which will help to distinguish between
rational and irrational beliefs, between sense and folly, between sanity
and madness. "I4
I have not tried here to develop, only to intimate, a case for
natural law jurisprudence.I5 I have suggested, however, that Posner's
14. Anthony Kenny, What is Faith? (1992), p. 14.
I S . For my own efforts to produce a convincing, logical, coherent, not merely
semantic and certainly not an arbitrary case for natural law, allow me to point to
one of my books on the foundation of political institutions, as well as my various
papers arguing for the reasonableness of the natural law position. See, ~ i b o rR.
Machan, Indrviduals and Their Rights (1989); "Law, Justice and Natural Rights,"
14 W. Ont. L. Rev. (1975), pp. 119-30; "Human Dignity and the Law," 26 DePaul
L. Rev. (1977), pp. 119-26; "Metaphysics, Epistemology and Natural Law Theory,"
31 Am. J. Juris. (1986), pp. 65-77; "The Unavoidability of Natural Law and

